


FenestraPro is cloud based software 
to enable architects to design energy 
efficient non-domestic building 
façades more cost effectively. 

Early stage conceptual design 
is usually driven by aesthetic 
considerations. While energy 
performance and environmental 
impact are considered a high priority, 
they are not typically quantified until 
later in the process. 

FenestraPro is deployed early in the 
design stage of a project, eliminating 
the requirement for redesign later, 
once detailed analysis is carried out. 

It will allow the architect to maintain 
control over the development of their 
concept, and it will bring the design 
back to the designer.
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How Does FenestraPro Work?

glazing specification tool
To control overheating, 
FenestraPro uses a glazing 
specication tool to demonstrate 
the impact of the different 
glazing systems on a buildings 
performance.

optimised shading design
FenestraPro enables the architect 
to design appropriate shading for 
the building to ensure occupant 
comfort, and that it doesn’t 
overheat.

daylighting analysis
Key information is provided on 
implications with regard to its 
performance on daylighting levels, 
thereby reducing the requirement 
for artificial lighting.

design and performance 
parameters
FenestraPro is the ultimate design 
tool developed specifically to 
understand the implications of 
design decisions, and eliminate the 
need for later stage re-design of 
the building façade.

early stage massing 
FenestraPro analyses and 
interprets early stage design 
parameters in relation to the 
buildings shape, size and 
volumes, and their implications 
on its performance. 

site location 
and orientation
Based on the geo-location 
and orientation of the 
building, FenestraPro utilises 
Meteonorm© climate database 
to analyse the solar heat loads 
on each façade. 

elemental and overall 
thermal performance
Thermal performance values 
are continuously visible to 
the Architect, enabling the 
design team to maximise the 
performance of their building.

optimal distribution 
of glazing
FenestraPro will give guidance 
and design parameters on how 
much glazing a building can 
have, and how best to distribute 
this glazing around the façades.
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Our global climate database enables the 
architect to geo-locate the building anywhere in 
the world, and analyse the impact of the façade 
on the performance of the buildingw.

FenestraPro will not only provide the user 
short, simple video tutorials on how best to 
use the software, but also give guidance on the 
appropriate selections and decisions to design 
the most energy efficient buildings.

Our Autodesk Revit plug-in and import/export 
functionality to Building Information Modelling 
software will fit in to workflows within the 
building design process, and establish key 
design and performance characteristics early.

Innovative calculation methodologies and an 
elegant interface design provide FenestraPro 
with benefits developed to bring real value to 
the Architect in the design, refurbishment, or 
replacement of a building façade. 
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Based on the thermal performance, 
FenestraPro will inform him how much 
glazing the building can have in total 
and what is the best way to distribute 
it around the building to maximise the 
solar heat gain without overheating 
the building. 

To control overheating, a glazing 
specification tool demonstrates the 
impact of different glazing types on 
the façade performance.

FenestraPro also provides an 
optimised shading design tool that 
enables the architect to design 
appropriate shading to ensure 
occupant comfort, and to ensure that 
the building doesn’t overheat.

In addition it provides information 
on the implications with regard to 
its daylighting performance, thereby 
reducing artificial lighting.

FenestraPro uses graphical and 
simplified inputs to optimise the 
thermal, solar and daylighting 
requirements of the façade at 
conceptual design stage. 

Using rapid, easy to understand 
graphical tools the building designer 
has visibility on the implications 
of key decisions, how they affect 
the building performance, and a 
comparison of results of various 
options. 

Product Features

Using visual, graphical and user-friendly interface, FenestraPro enables 
the Architect to understand the implications of his design decisions 
relating to the facade on the buildings performance.
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FenestraPro 
standard

FenestraPro 
premIum

FenestraPro 
enterprIse

Number of User Licenses 1 1 to 5 6+

Unlimited Functionality ✔ ✔ ✔

Autodesk Revit Plugin ✔ ✔ ✔

Model Import ✔ ✔ ✔

Unlimited Building Sites ✔ ✔

Unlimited Global Locations ✔ ✔

Cutomisable Reports ✔ ✔

Branded & Customised 

User Interface

✔

Local Hosting ✔

CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE OR A TRIAL

uk: 0800 046 1521
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Ire:1800 936 416
FenestraPro 
proJect

Subscribe to FenestraPro PREMIUM for single 
or multiple users for a one off project.



FenestraPro as members of the 
Autodesk Development Network, and 
are currently working with Autodesk 
to create a unique plug-in and 
interoperability with AutoDesk Revit 
2014 ®, which will be offered on the 
Autodesk Exchange Store, and free to 
FenestraPro subscribers.

For our unique geolocation 
functionality, FenestraPro employs 
Meteonorm data,  a comprehensive 
meteorological reference database 
giving access to climatic data for solar 
location and solar heat loads for any 
location in the world.

Our Partners
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DIT Hothouse,

Docklands Innovation Park, 

128-130 East Wall Road,

Dublin 3, Ireland. 

ph: +353 (0) 1 656 66281

www.FenestraPro.com

86-90 Paul Street

London EC2A 4NE

United Kingdom

ph: 0800 046 1521

www.FenestraPro.co.uk

CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE OR A TRIAL

Ire: 1800 936 416
uk: 0800 046 1521


